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Abstract: We demonstrate the feasibility of novel Qasi-periodic dielectric photonic crystal structure 

for Tamm mode excitation. This facilitates the development of reconfigurable devices to excite both 

bulk guided and surface Tamm modes having improved field intensities.  

 

1. Introduction 

The Tamm mode assisted photonic devices have been extensively explored for various applications such as intensity 

improvement in harmonic generation, sensors, lasers and wave-guiding [1]. These structures are generally designed 

considering one dimensional periodic photonic crystal (1D-PhC) having a top defect layer [2]. Qasi-periodic photonic 

crystal (QP-PhC) structures are considered to have improved optical performance and have also been explored to 

study their dispersion characteristics, bandgap, and transmissions [3,4]. However, less work is carried out to explore 

the feasibility of these quasi-periodic structures for both surface Tamm mode excitation and bulk mode guiding.  In 

this work, a simpler Fibonacci series-based (FS) structure is considered to explore the Tamm mode excitation 

mechanism. This is accomplished by using a 1D-PhC structure having layer arrangement in FS as shown in Fig. 1. 

Here, two dielectric layers of material ‘A’ (of low RI (nA=1.45)) having physical thickness dA of 128nm and ‘B’ (of 

high RI (nB =2.2)) having physical thickness dB of 85nm are considered to design the QP-PhC structure. This is 

accomplished by a very simple relation Sn = Sn-1*Sn-2, where Sn represents the nth member of the Fibonacci series. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of proposed quasiperiodic photonic crystal structure to excite optical surface state. 

Considering material ‘A’ and ‘B’ as the starting two member of the series (S0 = A, and S1 = B) thus next member 

can easily be derived by substituting ‘A’ with ‘B’ and ‘B’ with ‘BA’. Fig. 1 schematically represents the starting four 

members (S0 to S3) of proposed QP-PhC structure. Although the proposed structure is not perfectly periodic in nature 

still the quasi-periodicity can be introduced to ease the computation.  Here, we analyze impact of number of Fibonacci 

series members for n = 6 (S0 to S6) and n = 7 (S0 to S7) on the optical surface state excitation mode for the QP-PhC 

structure. For n = 6, the structure can be represented by ABBABABBABBABABBABAB and for n = 7 it is given by 

ABBABABBABBABABBABABBABBABABBABBA.  The structure can further be simplified to XYXZ (for n = 

6) and XYXYXZ` (for n = 7), thus considered as quasi-periodic in nature. Here, X = ABBAB, Y = ABBABBAB, Z 

= AB and Z` = BA are considered as a subgroup of the QP-PhC structure having ‘X’ and ‘Y’ as the periodic element 

along with ‘Z’ and ‘Z`’ as the surface defect layer to facilitates the excitation of optical surface state. 

2.  Results and Discussions 

The structure optimizations and analysis are carried out using both transfer matrix method (TMM) and finite element 

method (FEM). The structure exhibits three photonic modes (for n=6 structure) at normal incidence for corresponding 

central wavelengths of 667nm, 750nm and 855nm respectively. These are marked as mode ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ 

respectively as shown in Fig. 2(a). The structure is having very high transmission for the central mode; however, the 

transmission amplitude is decreased for the lower-energy and higher-energy modes. The angular dispersion analysis 

shows that the at higher incidence angle the modes energies are also higher (Fig. 2(b)). Thus, can be used for 

multimode photon excitation coupling applications. The transmission characteristics of lower-energy and higher-

energy modes can further be improved by increasing the elements in QP-PhC structure. In order to analyze the Tamm 



mode excitation mechanism, the transmission characteristic of proposed n=7 QP-PhC structure is analyzed beyond 

the critical angle (here, 41.2°) and is represented in Fig. 2(c-d). 

 
Fig. 2. Transmission characteristic of proposed structure at (a) normal incidence angle for n = 6 QP-PhC, (b-c) Corresponding angular dispersion 

characteristic for n =6 and 7, (d) Angular reflectance characteristic, (e-f) Normalized surface electric field confinement along with the length of the 

proposed structure for 750nm operating wavelength at 45.4° and 79.0° incidence angle. 

Beyond the light line (dotted line), we observe several optical modes over the wavelength range of 450–850 nm, where 

most of them are the guided modes within the structure. Fig. 2(d) represents the angular reflectivity analysis of the 

considered n=7 QP-PhC structure for 600nm, 750nm and 850nm wavelengths. The structure exhibits generation of 

both surface guided modes and bulk guided mode for most of the wavelengths. For an incident wavelength of 750nm, 

the structure shows generation of one structural guided mode (at 79.0° incidence angle) and one Tamm mode (at 45.4° 

incidence angle). This can further be confirmed by analyzing its spectral filed distribution as shown in Fig. 2(e-f). For 

higher incidence angles (here, 79°) the electric field is constant within the substrate (~5×104 V/m), after that it starts 

increasing in QP-PhC to attains its maxima and finally decrease back to saturates in the air region. Thus, representing 

its strong structural guiding behavior, which is represented in Fig. 2(f). However, for lower incidence angles it exhibits 

excitement of Tamm mode, which is also represented by solid line in Fig. 2(c). The structure leads to around 325% 

increase in the E-field intensity.  Therefore, the present structure exhibits its potential applications in both sensing and 

light guiding applications. Moreover, because of the higher surface electric field intensity this structure can also be 

used fluorescence-based detection and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy as well [5].  

3.  Conclusion 

In summary, QP-PhC structure analysis is carried out to explore the feasibility of Tamm mode excitation. It is observed 

that lower element QP-PhC structure leads to strong Tamm mode excitation (325% higher field intensity) at the top 

interface having potential applications in sensing, fluorescence imaging and SERS applications. Whereas, higher 

element QP-PhC structure leads to strong bulk guided mode excitation. 
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